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Dedication

This book is dedicated to Bob de nobbin for being a very nobbiney nobbin. I hope Bob de nobbin has a nobbiney 
nob nob nobbin day.



CHAPTER 1

The sacrifice

 One day there was a very happy Bob 
named Bob. Bob lived in the city Bob 
land in the state of Bob in the country of 
Bobette in the world of Bob.
 The King of  Bob land, (his name was 
Bob) requires the People of Bob land to 
sacrifice a Bob in his honor. If the Bob’s 
of Bob land do not sacrifice a Bob in his 
honor, King Bob will press the Button.



“The button” is basically the button of “Bob land go BOOM 
BOOM” If no sacrifice is made, King Bob will Press the button 
of “Bob land go BOOM BOOM” While eating a very large and 
healthy meal of buttons and toenails.

 This sacrifice has been going on for 75 years and hasn’t 
stopped since. This year. Bob de Bob was chosen for sacrifice.

 Bob was very sad. He didn’t want to get sacrificed to King 
Bob. He just wanted to live a happy life while sniffing armpit 
hair and sucking on poop. But, Bob was worse off then others. 
He know something that others didn’t. That King Bob actually 
ate all of the poor Bob’s who were sacrificed.  How did Bob de 
Bob know this? Well. One day, he was walking and eating cow 
bones and came across a list. This is what it said:
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King Bob’s very fun eating habits for the Bob’s. (year 70-75)
70. Bobboobbob-Yucky
71. Bobbie de Bob bob-Very sweet.
72. Bobo-Very Chewy
73. Bob de third-Sour and bitter. Weird combination
74. Mr.Bob-Very tasty-Best Bob EVER!
75. BOBBBBBBBBB (de BOB) -WORST BOB EVER

Poor Bobs, Bob thought as he walked in the volcano.



CHAPTER 2

The Volcano

When Bob de Bob went into the volcano, 
he saw something terrifying awaiting 
him. King Bob holding a knife and fork. 
“Good evening.” King Bob said “Before I 
eat you, I would like you to have some 
toenails and poop to suck on, the party is 
starting soon. “Awesome!” Bob de Bob 
said. King Bob went to his throne to re-
trieve the poop and toenails.



Bob de Bob had a very fun meal of Poop and toenails.

After it, the other 75 Bob’s arrived. Bob then realized what 
king bob did. He didn’t eat the Bob’s, he threw a party for 
them. There also was no “Bob land go BOOM BOOM Button”!

The eating habits list was just there to scare all of the other 
Bob’s. Bob asked if King Bob would set off fireworks. This was 
going to be the best party ever.
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EPILOUGE

The lego 
party

Bob de Bob looked through the stained 
glass window as all of the Millions of fire-
works went off at once in Bob land. All of 
the Bob’s cheered and rushed to the vol-
cano to eat toenails, sniff armpit hair and 
suck on poop THE END.



FUN WITH BOB DE BOB

King Bob’s arm

King Bob’s head King Bob’s hand.

The anatomy of King Bob
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About the Author

Silvertronica of Tronic labs has written this book. He is a very 
smart robot powered by redstone and for some reason has a 
very big fascination for Bob’s and Nobbins. He built this for 
some reason.
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